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Value-Based Business Development Solutions
A Six-Step Implementation Program

Value-Based Business Development solutions focus decision making on optimizing the
value of business opportunities from concept to implementation.
• Developing defensible business plans

Workshops
Opportunity
Evaluation Workshops

• Identifying and selecting high-value projects

bring together key

• Optimizing the economic value of projects and portfolios

participants to achieve
breakthrough results

1

Assess Current Situation
• Explore needs and current situation via on-site or web meetings
• Deliverable: Needs assessment and evaluation plan

in strategy and team
alignment. Participants
learn by doing. Key
strategic leadership
principles covered:

2

focusing on what

Option A: Opportunity Evaluation Workshops

matters to people,

• Develop business model(s)
• Evaluate economic value and impact of uncertainty
• Deliverable: Business model templates and opportunity evaluation

options and choice

Option B: Business Portfolio “Sweep”
• Develop opportunity portfolio
• Compare projects based on expected value, risk/reward, productivity
and other factors
• Deliverable: Portfolio of selected opportunities

3

Develop System Requirements

4

Deploy Pilot System

• Develop software requirements based on findings from steps 1 and 2
• Develop organizational process flow
• Deliverable: Evaluation plan

•
•
•
•

Configure software
Provide access to hosted “in the cloud” software
Fine tune system based on feedback and learning
Deliverables: live system accessible by client users;
refined system requirements

creating strategic
points, identifying
and delivering on
the proof points that
persuade others, and
responding powerfully
to upside and
downside uncertainty.

5

Roll Out Production System

6

Post Roll-Out Review

•
•
•
•

Refine system based on pilot
Install on client servers or host “in the cloud”
Train users and managers
Deliverables: Portfolio Navigator® software system; training

• Review user-experience
• Make modifications if required
• Deliverable: Technical and business process support

1. Assess Current Situation
• Understand vision for new capaiblity
• Estimate the value of deployment
2A. Opportunity Evaluation Workshop

2B. Business Portfolio “Sweep”

• Conduct 1–3 sessions
• Understand template requirements

• Sweep a mini portfolio
• Deﬁne portfolio management needs

3. Develop System Requirements
• Fit process ﬂow to organization
• Specify template and system requirements

4. Deploy Pilot System
• Conﬁgure system and templates
• Host initial use and ﬁne tuning

5. Roll Out Production System
• Install on customer servers
• Conduct training sessions

6. Post Roll-Out Review
• Assure customer maximum value
• Suggest possible modiﬁcations
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Since 2000, SmartOrg software and services have helped companies discover their most profitable opportunities. We provide solutions for the economic evaluation of opportunities, especially
when the future is clouded with uncertainty. Companies like Boeing, Chevron, Dow AgroSciences,
HP, SanDisk and TEVA Pharmaceuticals use SmartOrg to build capability; drive innovation from
ideas to commercialization; and select projects and improve returns on their portfolios.
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